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TANGIBLE PROGRESS

CAN-DO STATEMENTS. 
YES, YOU CAN!
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learning objectives and success criteria 



day, week, month, half a year, year, school cycle…

exercise, lesson, unit, module, book… 

marks / CEFR levels 

entrance exam at university 

language exams

Can-Do statements = real life situations



design your own learning objectives and success criteria with students



Why do you want to learn English?

Why not?

What is difficult for you in English?



What would you like to learn this…
…month?
…semester?
…year?

What do you need to learn in English… 
… to speak better?
… to understand better?
… to express yourself better?



design your own learning objectives and success criteria with students

elicitation

elicit evidence of learning

set learning objectives

self-assessment

metacognition



elicitation



SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW





Students do the teacher`s job

Mixed abilities
not just single correct answer

Modify conditions: 
set time limit
reward students 
play music
guessing – personalisation



Topic/lesson: 

Words I know New words 



elicitation

set learning objectives











elicitation

elicit evidence of learning

set learning objectives



Thinking Thumbs

ABCD Cards

Cards:        X  ? 

End-of-Topic Questions/Summary

Cooperative Learning



elicitation

elicit evidence of learning

set learning objectives

self-assessment



involves the student´s:

• cognitive resources  

• emotions

• responsibility

• critical thinking

• actions to carry out

Self-Assessment



I´m the owner 
of my learning









elicitation

elicit evidence of learning

set learning objectives

self-assessment

metacognition



“I would be better IN English if…”



Write a list of 7 creative activities.



Watch the interview. 
Do speakers mention any of the activities in your list? Which?



Watch again. 
For each speaker, make a note of what they do that is creative.



- a little bit creative

- likes reading books as a creative act

- enjoys going to museums and libraries



- plays the guitar

- writes a few lyrics

- appreciates art and different types
of music from around the world



- plays with her son 

- makes up stories

- makes up new things out of old ones



- artistic but not good at art



Speaking
Write down questions from the interview, 
e.g.

Are you any good at fixing things around 
the house?

Do you enjoy inventing new recipes?

Would you say you are good at art?

Talk to other students. Ask and answer 
your questions.



Reading
Does the writer believe that creativity is an important skill? Why?



Writing
Write a short article about creativity (150–200 words). 
Choose one of these titles.

The importance of creativity.

Modern schooling blocks our natural creativity.

Being creative won’t make you rich but if might make you 
happy. 



Can-Do Statements



SKILL LEARNING OBJECTIVE CEFG

LISTENING
Can follow the main points in TV programs on familiar 

topics if delivered in clear standard speech.
B1+ 

Can extract the meaning of unknown words from 
context if the topic discussed is familiar.

B1+ 



SKILL LEARNING OBJECTIVE CEFG

SPEAKING
Can give or seek personal views and opinions in discussing 

topics of interest.
B1 

Can carry out a simple informal interview. B1

Can express opinions and attitudes using a range of basic 
expressions and sentences

B1+ 



SKILL LEARNING OBJECTIVE CEFG

READING Can scan short texts to locate specific information. B1



SKILL LEARNING OBJECTIVE CEFG

WRITING Can write a simple article, giving a point of view. B2







Can you remember your list of 7 creative activities?



Can you remember 4 steps toward metacognition? 



elicitation

elicit evidence of learning

set learning objectives

self-assessment

metacognition



TANGIBLE PROGRESS

CAN YOU?



metodik@venturesbooks.com
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